CLIMATOLOGY

Surface-atmosphere decoupling limits accumulation at Summit, Greenland


Despite rapid melting in the coastal regions of the Greenland Ice Sheet, a significant area (~40%) of the ice sheet rarely experiences surface melting. In these regions, the controls on annual accumulation are poorly constrained owing to surface conditions (for example, surface clouds, blowing snow, and surface inversions), which render moisture flux estimates from myriad approaches (that is, eddy covariance, remote sensing, and direct observations) highly uncertain. Accumulation is partially determined by the temperature dependence of saturation vapor pressure, which influences the maximum humidity of air parcels reaching the ice sheet interior. However, independent proxies for surface temperature and accumulation from ice cores show that the response of accumulation to temperature is variable and not generally consistent with a purely thermodynamic control. Using three years of stable water vapor isotope profiles from a high altitude site on the Greenland Ice Sheet, we show that as the boundary layer becomes increasingly stable, a decoupling between the ice sheet and atmosphere occurs. The limited interaction between the ice sheet surface and free tropospheric air reduces the capacity for surface condensation to achieve the rate set by the humidity of the air parcels reaching interior Greenland. The isolation of the surface also acts to recycle sublimated moisture by recondensing it onto fog particles, which returns the moisture back to the surface through gravitational settling. The observations highlight a unique mechanism by which ice sheet mass is conserved, which has implications for understanding both past and future changes in accumulation rate and the isotopic signal in ice cores from Greenland.

INTRODUCTION

The rate of ice accumulation on the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) emerges from a balance between mass loss from coastal calving associated with melting and sublimation and additions from precipitation and condensation. In coastal regions, the former now significantly exceeds the latter, leading to a receding ice edge and a contribution to rising sea levels (1). However, at high altitudes (~2500 m) where melting is rare and runoff is negligible (2), snow accumulation continues to occur at a rate between 2 and 10 cm liquid-equivalent year⁻¹, implying a tendency for the balance of surface fluxes (precipitation and condensation minus sublimation and evaporation) to exceed the rate of ice flow divergence (3).

Air temperature influences accumulation through its effect on the humidity of air parcels reaching the ice sheet, which determines the maximum amount of condensation/precipitation that can occur (4). Therefore, rising temperatures are anticipated to generate an increase in accumulation in regions where summer temperatures remain below the 0° isotherm (5). To understand the aggregated influence of temperature on ice accumulation, previous studies have relied on analysis of ice core records (6), which confirm the presence of a strong positive correlation between temperature (from stable isotope ratios in the ice) and accumulation (from layer thickness) (7). However, the response of accumulation to temperature is inconsistent with an exclusively thermodynamic process (8), which has been interpreted to mean that large-scale shifts in atmospheric circulation have occurred coincident with past temperature changes (9–11). Previous work, however, has largely neglected the role that boundary layer and surface processes play in modulating ice-atmosphere moisture exchange. In arid glaciated landscapes where sublimation and condensation are occurring persistently between the limited number of storm events, the role of these processes may influence the response of accumulation to temperature.

The boundary layer dynamics over the ice sheet, which mediate the coupling between synoptic climate and surface processes, are distinct from terrestrial environments in nonpolar domains in a number of significant ways. The surface has a high albedo, low friction, an essentially infinite source of moisture, and muted diurnal cycles of radiative inputs for much of the year (12). As a consequence of these particular conditions, surface temperature inversions occur almost every day and can last without interruption for days to weeks (fig. S1) (13). Under these stable atmospheric conditions, the ability for the surface and free tropospheric air to mix is significantly reduced. Therefore, gas species produced at the surface or within the upper firm have a tendency to accumulate in the near-surface atmospheric layer (14). Similarly, water vapor sublimated from the ice can remain near the surface and influence accumulation by recondensing on the surface and through facilitating the growth of near-surface cloud and fog particles (15–17). The importance of these processes is poorly understood because observing latent heat fluxes in polar environments using classical methods (for example, flux-gradient and eddy covariance) is highly uncertain due to the failure of critical assumptions in similarity theory (18, 19). Here, we use observations of the vertical profiles of water vapor isotope ratios, which do...
not require the same assumptions, to assess the net exchange of mass associated with boundary layer processing of water vapor. The results show that under the stable conditions that typically persist during the winter, the surface is isolated from free-tropospheric moisture sources, which impedes both accumulation associated with surface condensation and mass loss through sublimation.

**RESULTS**

The exchange of water between the ice sheet and the atmosphere is evaluated here using the vertical profiles of the isotope ratios of water vapor $^{18}\text{O}/^{16}\text{O}$ and $^2\text{H}/^1\text{H}$, referred to hereafter in common “δ notation” (20) above the ice sheet. Between July 2012 and July 2014, the isotopic composition of water vapor and the water vapor mixing ratio were measured using a laser absorption spectrometer installed at the base of a 46-m research tower at Summit Camp within the accumulation zone of GrIS (72°35′46.4″N, 38°25′19.1″W and 3210 amsl) (21). Air was continuously sampled from inlets ranging in height from 30 cm below the surface of the snow (firn air) to 40 m above the ice sheet surface, generating more than 12,000 water vapor isotopic profiles (Materials and Methods and fig. S2).

We observe significant vertical variations in humidity near the ice sheet surface, indicating that the exchange of water between the ice sheet and atmosphere has a strong influence on the atmosphere through sublimation and condensation processes. The water vapor mixing ratio gradient (the difference between the water vapor mixing ratio measured at the lowermost and uppermost inlets) is characterized by a bimodal distribution (Fig. 1A). One population emerges during unstable atmospheric conditions when mixing leads to vertical homogeneity of the water vapor concentration and its isotopic ratio from the surface to 40 m (Fig. 2 and Materials and Methods; see fig. S3 for definition of stability). Using observations from the same site, Box and Steffen (16) found an overall tendency for the surface to be a moisture sink under these unstable conditions. Their results suggest that the surface is, on average, a condensing environment, implying that the radiative balance produces a condition where free tropospheric air is supersaturated, with respect to the surface. The lack of a measurable humidity gradient is maintained in spite of surface condensation by rapid mixing between the surface and free tropospheric air masses.

Under stable conditions, the predominant condition all winter and during summertime nights, surface temperature inversions lead to cold and saturated air at the surface. Because of the strength of the temperature inversion, the water vapor mixing ratio at the surface is often less than 20% of that at 40 m (Figs. 1B and 2, bottom row). These remarkably steep humidity gradients are conducive to phase changes when mixing brings these proximal, yet thermodynamically distinct, air masses in contact. However, the processes involved in controlling moisture exchange under stable conditions have not been studied, and thus, the influence that changes in atmospheric stability have on accumulation is unknown.

**Water vapor isotopic profiles above the ice sheet**

The vertical profiles of the stable water isotopic ratio are used to trace the presence of condensation or sublimation at or near the surface based on the understanding that condensation depletes the heavy isotopes from the water vapor remaining in the air. The most prominent feature in the water vapor isotopic profiles is the presence of a pronounced isotopic minimum of 2 to 6‰ between 2 and 8 m above the ice surface during stable periods (Fig. 2, top row). To our knowledge, isotopic profiles of this shape have not been observed elsewhere because previous studies only made summertime measurements and/or did not have sufficient vertical resolution to capture this feature (22, 23). This isotopic pattern is distinct from the water vapor mixing ratio profiles (Fig. 2, bottom row), which increase with height. The distinction between the shape of the water vapor mixing ratio and the isotopic ratio profiles arises because the former follows temperature, a consequence of the temperature dependence of water vapor saturation, whereas the latter

---

**Fig. 1. Humidity profiles over Summit Camp.** (A) Distribution of the ratio between the water vapor mixing ratio at the surface (~0.1 m) and at ~40 m taken from hourly averaged profiles between 2012 and 2014. (B) Saturation mixing ratios as a function of temperature (47). Theoretical summer and winter mixing lines with schematic depictions of where the air inlets in Fig. 2 would be sampling.
Fig. 2. Vertical profiles of the isotopic ratio ($\delta^{18}O$) and humidity at Summit Camp. (Top) Isotopic ratio profile. (Bottom) Water vapor mixing ratio profile. The seasonal profiles were generated as the average of all hourly profiles from the respective time window and reported relative to the value at the top inlet. Red (green) lines are generated from profiles during stable (unstable) periods (fig. S3), and the error envelope represents the 66th and 90th percentiles. The dotted line is the average of all profiles. Blue dots below the profiles are the average isotopic ratios measured from the firm interstitial vapor. The error envelope for the firm vapor is 1 SD.
is sensitive to the amount of condensation relative to the amount of water vapor at that height (Fig. 1B). Condensation preferentially removes heavy water isotopes from the air, which results in the observed isotopic depletion that occurs a few meters above the surface. Observations of persistent low-level fogs from a pair of particle probes at 2 and 10 m support this assertion.

To understand the physical origin of this isotopic feature, we must consider the processes driving the exchange of vapor and ice between the ice sheet and atmosphere. During spring and early summer, the air is cooler than the air below the inversion, and if the latter is saturated (or near-saturated), it has a higher water vapor mixing ratio than the air in the pore spaces (24, 25). Under these circumstances, there is a tendency for the latent heat flux to be toward the surface. During stable periods in the winter months, the air below the inversion is cooler than both the air above and the firm air below, which retains heat from the previous summer. Mixing across the inversion, a product of inversion-wind shear (12), generates condensation of moisture originating from the free troposphere and would produce low-level clouds and fog. Because the firm pore spaces are warmer than the air below the inversion, the air in the pore spaces remains at saturation with respect to the snow temperature, resulting in a higher water vapor mixing ratio than in the air below the inversion (26).

The isotopic minimum in the vapor above the surface during the winter therefore reflects a combination of two coexisting processes: one involving the upward mixing of firm air and the second involving downward shear mixing between the air parcels below and above the inversion (12). The condensation above the surface can be conceptualized as the atmospheric analog to the mechanism associated with the formation of “depth hoar,” which occurs through vapor diffusion and deposition toward the cold point in the snowpack (27). The temperature minimum above the surface of the ice sheet effectively acts as a trap of moisture by condensing vapor from the free troposphere and retaining water that has sublimated from the surface. Under these stable conditions, the mass added to the ice sheet from surface condensation and settling of fog particles should follow free atmospheric temperatures because the only net exchange of moisture would be through condensation of moisture whose humidity would be set by the temperature of the overlying air mass. However, with increasing atmospheric stability, the near-surface atmosphere becomes isolated, which limits interaction between the surface and the reservoir of moisture available from air masses reaching the ice sheet from marine origins. We hypothesize that as decoupling between the surface and free tropospheric air increases, the ice sheet approaches a condition of zero net accumulation irrespective of the temperature.

**Budget closure model**

The extent of surface decoupling is quantified here using isotope ratio constraints on a mass balance calculation that imposes isolation (that is, a closed atmospheric column). The model used was a Rayleigh distillation model, which describes the evolution of the isotopic ratios of the product (condensate) and reactant (vapor) as a system progressively loses moisture (28). As an air parcel cools and vapor condenses, the isotopic ratios of the instantaneous product and reactant become increasingly distinct from one another. This is because equilibrium fractionation is larger at low temperatures and is stronger for ice condensation (29, 30). However, the isotopic ratio of the integrated condensate ("condensate reservoir") approaches equivalence to the initial vapor source (that is, $\Delta^{18}O = 0$) as the distillation is completed, assuming that moisture in the atmospheric column is fully conserved (Fig. 3B). Using this model, simultaneous measurements of the isotopic ratios in both the condensate reservoir (Materials and Methods) and the vapor enable a quantification of the efficiency with which moisture is recycled between the ice sheet and near-surface atmosphere. For simplicity, only the results for $\delta^{18}O$ are discussed, but fig. S4B indicates very consistent results between the two isotopic species.

During warmer periods (that is, when temperatures exceed $-30^\circ$C), the difference between the daily averaged humidity-weighted isotopic ratio of the vapor and the collected frost/rime (hereafter $\Delta^{18}O$) is
~20‰, which is consistent with the value expected for condensation of ice occurring under equilibrium conditions within this temperature range (fig. S4A) (22, 25, 29, 30). As ambient temperatures cool below −30°C, Δ18O diminishes with temperature. The negative correlation between Δ18O and temperature is contrary to expectations based on empirical measurements of equilibrium liquid/ice-vapor fractionation in a system where the reservoir of vapor is continually replenished (29–31). Molecular diffusion during ice nucleation would reduce the magnitude of the Δ18O value (32). However, even with liberal consideration of these effects [for example, Werner et al. (33) and Majoube (29); fig. S4A], the observed Δ18O remains significantly different than theory based on fractionation during condensation would predict. The odd occurrence of coexisting phases of water (ice and vapor) with such similar isotopic ratios suggests nearly complete isolation of the ice sheet during typical winter conditions. This is in clear contrast to the average Δ18O during summer, which is consistent with a well-ventilated atmospheric column.

Further support for this observation emerges by comparing the isotopic composition of the vapor and the inferred isotopic ratio of the latent heat flux derived using the profile mixing model described by Noone et al. (34), based on the Keeling plot method (Fig. 3C) (35). This method does not compare in situ vapor measurements with collected rime or frost, but uses inferred estimates of the isotopic ratio of the latent heat flux (Materials and Methods). The vast majority of boundary layer profiles show the presence of an isotopic flux enriched relative to the background vapor (Fig. 3C), consistent with the expectation that the condensate is preferentially accumulating heavy isotopologues. However, during the winter season when temperatures cool and the boundary layer is persistently stable (Fig. 4), the inferred isotopic composition
of the condensate intersects with the isotopic ratio of the near-surface vapor. This, again, is contrary to expectations that fractionation is greater at colder temperatures (29–31), and supports our hypothesis that during stable periods, a hydrological equilibrium emerges where condensation and surface fluxes become balanced and there is no net accumulation (or loss) of mass.

By assuming that Δ^{18}O is set only through distillation of moisture as it rises through the boundary layer, the calculation shows that virtually all of the available moisture condenses and there is minimal replacement of near-surface water vapor with that available from the reservoir in the warmer free troposphere. However, there is a limit to the amount of condensation possible. The limit is set by the minimum amount of condensation required to bring the air, saturated with respect to the firm temperature, to saturation at the coldest point in the inversion (Fig. 1A). To satisfy the observed condition that coexisting phases of water (vapor and condensate) have similar isotopic ratios but distillation cannot run to completion (that is, Δ^{18}O = 0), an additional set of processes must be invoked to bring a flux of isotopically heavy vapor into the near-surface air. One hypothesis is that under these stable conditions, a steady state emerges where condensation is acting to deplete the isotopic composition of the vapor, which, in turn, produces a strong isotopic gradient between the firm air and near-surface vapor. This generates a flux of isotopically enriched air into the near-surface atmosphere. The balance between the removal of moisture to condensate and replenishment by isotopically enriched firm air maintains isotopic equivalence between the vapor and condensate phases.

**DISCUSSION**

Using the first extended year-round observations of water vapor isotopes at Summit, Greenland, we document the presence of a persistent isotopic depletion between 2 and 8 m above the surface of the ice sheet (Fig. 2). The isotopic minimum is present under stable atmospheric conditions, which is the predominant state during the winter months, and common all year (Fig. 4). This feature emerges because of the formation of surface fogs and low-level clouds, which preferentially condense out heavy isotopes and leave behind vapor that is isotopically depleted. In typical nonpolar environments, such as forests, isotopic fluxes associated with phase change generally occur directly onto or from surfaces. The results from Summit indicate an "ethereal" surface just above the ice sheet that forms because of anomalously steep humidity (and temperature) gradients, which promote condensation not associated with synoptic storms (Fig. 1). This is analogous to a forest canopy where a dense concentration of leaves produces a second surface above the ground. Below this ethereal surface, vapor is effectively trapped through condensation and settling of hydrometeors (Fig. 3). From a hydrological standpoint, the atmosphere near the surface is apparently almost completely isolated from the free troposphere under typical winter conditions.

In the context of the GrIS, Summit represents a somewhat unique environment because it is situated in a region of minimal relief. Other locations off the peak of the ice sheet are affected by katabatic winds that occur during inversion events (12). These wind events increase shear mixing and would decrease the isolation of the surface even during strong surface temperature inversions. The conditions we document at Summit therefore represent an end-member in terms of the extent that the surface can experience decoupling. However, the moisture budgets at Summit and similar low-relief high-altitude sites in Greenland and Antarctica are critical to constrain because it is these regions where most extended ice core records have been developed. Closing the hydrologic and isotopic budget at sites like Summit is therefore necessary to quantitatively interpret the physical mechanisms associated with the large changes in accumulation that occurred in response to past episodes of global climate change (6).

When these results are combined with previous work on latent heat fluxes from Summit (16, 19), it can be concluded that, during turbulent periods, condensation onto the surface leads to a net positive latent heat flux, whereas stable periods are associated with no net moisture exchange. The summertime hydrological budget is therefore set by both surface-atmosphere exchange (that is, condensation and sublimation/evaporation) and synoptic storm events (25), and the hydrologic budget during winter is effectively closed with the exception of moisture delivered during storm events.

**Boundary layer structure and ice accumulation**

The cumulative effect of boundary layer moisture recycling on accumulation is difficult to isolate because the combination of persistently stable conditions and the presence of blowing snow continues to hinder quantitative closure of the hydrological budget (19, 36). However, temperature profiles from the research tower at Summit indicate that the wintertime boundary layer has become increasingly stable over the past decade, which affords an opportunity to consider how these changes may have influenced recent accumulation trends (Fig. 4). It can be assumed that surface condensation and settling hydrometeors produce a significantly smaller flux than precipitation events, with the latter providing the dominant control on interannual accumulation variability. However, the decoupling of the surface layer implies that even though sublimation rates are temperature-dependent, the net loss of moisture from this process would be more strongly dependent on the structure of the atmosphere. Thus, with the trend of increasing stability, the negative flux associated with wintertime sublimation has been decreasing despite rising temperatures (fig. S5). Additionally, the presence of fogs and near-surface condensate would be increasing under these conditions, producing an indirect effect on the hydrologic budget by changing the radiative properties at the surface (37). These changes may be important in modulating the slope between temperature and accumulation, which is a common but variable feature in ice core records across various time scales (8).Ultimately, the processes that link broad Arctic climate changes, such as shifting storm tracks and sea ice retreat (38) to the fine-scale atmospheric structure over the ice sheet, are not well known, nor are they currently considered in climate models. In light of the unique way boundary layer conditions at Summit influence water fluxes, it is likely necessary to consider these processes when forecasting or hindcasting the response of ice accumulation to climate change (39).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Field system**

Seven 1/2-inch OD cleaned copper tubes were installed at 20, 120, 220, 400, 900, 1900, and 3900 cm on the southern face of the 4800-cm meteorological tower, located at the northern edge of the clean-air sector at Summit Camp (fig. S2). The tubes were insulated in foam and aggressively heated (50°C) to prevent condensation. Air flow through the tubes was maintained at ≥5 liters/min by splitting the 50 liter/min flow from a
Varian IDP-3 dry scroll vacuum pump between the inlet lines. The tubes were plumbed into a manifold mounted with three-way SMC VT-series solenoid valves. The valves were activated in succession at 10-min intervals. A second pump (KNF Laboport) was installed downstream of the manifold to increase flow rates between the manifold internal volume and the inlet to the instrument cavity. The response time between the inlet and the instrument cavity was measured to be less than 1 min (fig. S2). This was measured by introducing ethanol at the inlet and timing the response by the instrument. The response time varied systematically as a function of inlet height (that is, tubing length). The first 4.5 min of the sampling period at each height was removed to minimize the influence of the previous inlet on the cavity and interior plumbing. All plumbing was done with copper because it was deemed to have the least effects on the isotopic composition of the vapor compared to other common tubing. During July of 2013, the lowermost inlet (installed during the previous season) was replaced with a custom inlet that was buried in the firn to sample pore space vapor. The firn vapor sampling was accomplished by burying a perforated 1-liter vessel at 20 cm below the surface. To minimize sublimation, pore space air was allowed to fill the 1-liter volume without any active flow. Flow through this inlet was only initiated once every hour for 10 min at a flow rate of 0.2 liters/min using a programmed mass flow controller (Parker MPC series).

**Instrument calibration**

A custom dew point generator was plumbed into the system, and the vapor produced was introduced into the instrument through a three-way valve, allowing the system to measure the sample or standard vapor (fig. S2). The calibration stream was generated by circulating ultradry air $\leq 0.10^\circ$C dew point/less than 2 ppm (parts per million) of water) into a temperature-controlled 10-liter sealed water pool. The saturated air was then diluted by mixing dry air into the vapor stream. Dilution was accomplished in a two-step process enabling fine control of the humidity of the standard vapor over the range of 20 to 20,000 ppm. Standard air was measured at three humidity levels (ranging from 20 to 10,000 ppm) following every four atmospheric profiles.

Vapor volume mixing ratios from the Picarro spectrometer were calibrated periodically using a LiCor LI610 dew point generator. Isotope ratio measurements were corrected both for concentration dependence and deviation from the Vienna Standard Mean Ocean Water (VSOMOW–Standard Light Antarctic Precipitation (SLAP)) scale (40). Biases arising from the instrument’s concentration dependence were monitored over the course of the experiment using the custom dew point generator system, described above. These biases, which were found to be stable with time, were modeled using a locally weighted $2^\circ$ polynomial (non-parametric) regression (with spanning parameters of 0.5 and 0.95 for $\delta^{18}O$ and $\delta D$, respectively), and the resulting predictions were subtracted from the observations (21). The dew point generator was also used to monitor instrumental precision; however, because long-term drift in the calibration data was not distinguishable from isotopic changes predicted by distillation of the dew point generator’s liquid reservoir, this trend was not subtracted from the ambient data. Following correction of the concentration dependence, deviations from the VSOMOW-SLAP scale were addressed by applying a slope and offset correction. These parameters were derived in July 2013 and confirmed in July 2014 by fitting a linear regression between known values of three flash-evaporated isotopic standards and the Picarro output values. The largest uncertainty in the isotope ratio measurements stemmed from increasing variability as the water vapor volume mixing ratio decreased seasonally. The error was 0.5‰ on $\delta^{18}O$ at a typical summer humidity of 5000 ppm, and 2‰ at 200 to 300 ppm in winter. The results here depended on both precision, which was necessary for quantifying the shape of the vertical isotopic profiles, and accuracy, which was necessary for comparing vapor measurements with the rime and frost samples measured separately in the laboratory. The error bars depicted in Fig. 2 arose from the full characterization of the multiple error sources and repeat measurement of profiles. The methods used here were similar to those of several previous studies (23, 25, 34, 41–43), except the calibration steps were done simultaneously, which had an important effect of allowing some systematic error to be removed. For further details about data treatment and bias assessment, readers are referred to Bailey et al. (21).

**Treatment of humidity data**

Following calibration of the isotopic and humidity data, the data from each inlet were binned (no interpolation was performed) onto an hourly time scale. For each profile, the value from the top inlet was subtracted to generate a vertical structure that was not sensitive to seasonal and synoptic variations. Profiles from stable and unstable periods (derived using the inversion strength; fig. S4) were averaged to generate composite seasonal profiles for each of the two end-member stability states. Because inlet heights varied during the course of the experiment, the height of an inlet was taken as the average height of that inlet over a given sampling period (for example, MAM 2013). Therefore, the exact profile structure had a small amount of uncertainty that arose from a systematic decrease in the inlet height. The measurements were the total water measurement, a combination of both small condensate and vapor in the atmosphere. Whereas the measurements were weighted toward a water vapor sample, there was likely some flow of hydrometeors into the inlet system. This effect was reduced by widening the diameter at the mouth of the inlet, thus diminishing the flow rate at the intake and reducing the sampling efficiency of condensate greater than 50 μm. This effect was tested by comparing the profiles taken when condensed water was and was not present in the atmosphere, inferred from particle spectrometers on the tower. The similarities between these profiles suggested that the reported measurements were dominated by a vapor measurement and/or that the measurements were minimally sensitive to the presence of condensate in the air.

**Meteorological data**

A number of additional sensors were used for the analyses. Two shielded and aspirated Vaisala HMP155 temperature and humidity probes were installed at approximately 2 and 10 m. An Apogee infrared temperature sensor was installed on a small 3-m tower adjacent to the Research tower. Snow accumulation was measured using a Campbell Scientific Sonic Ranging Sensor (SR50A) with a speed of sound correction applied using the Vaisala 2-m temperature probe. All aforementioned data streams were logged using a Campbell Scientific CR1000 Datalogger, and the temporal resolution was reduced to hourly for direct comparison with the humidity profile data. The data in fig. S5 were accessed from the GC-NET archive (44). We explicitly defined stable periods (for example, Fig. 2) as hours when the surface temperature inversion exceeded 3°C, a threshold that was defined by the intercept between inversion strength and the critical Bulk Richardson number (fig. S3) (45).

**Laboratory analyses**

Each day during the campaign period, technicians at Summit Camp collected any rime or frost that collected on the tower or on a nearby
flag. These samples were collected in plastic bags and transferred to Nalgene bottles where they were stored frozen until they were shipped back to the University of Colorado. Upon arrival, samples were melted, pipetted into 1.8-ml vials with septa caps, and analyzed on a Picarro L2120-i isotopic analyzer following standard methods (34, 46).

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/2/4/e1501704/DC1

fig. S1. Air temperature time series for the Summit research tower.

fig. S2. Diagram showing the vapor sampling system.

fig. S3. Hourly Bulk Richardson number calculated at the 2-m height using the 2D sonic wind content/full/2/4/e1501704/DC1

fig. S4. Isotopic difference between vapor and condensate.

fig. S5. Recent DJF and JJA temperature trends for Summit.
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